20 things YOU can do to ensure success in History
1. Download Quizlet and
test yourself in many
different ways about the
people’s health and
Norman conquest units

6. Get someone to ask you

important questions
about Living Under Nazi
Rule. Eg How did the Nazis
seize control so quickly
after 1933?

11. For the Making of
America unit, use the

example answers in
pupil resources and
annotate what is successful
about them and what
could be better. Add your
own examples
16. Write a knowledge

organiser for each Living
Under Nazi Rule topic using
the textbook and your
folder. Colour code this
and get different people to
quiz you on your expert
knowledge.

2. Download and label the
different images of towns
through the ages for living
conditions and the causes of
diseases like plague and
cholera

7. Watch Ray Mear’s
programmes about the
American West on youtube.
Record examples of events.
Mindmap or produce key
cards to reduce knowledge
for better memory.

3. Write an interview
with different plague
officials from 1665 based
on the mayor’s orders. Go
for 10 questions and
answers

8. Download revision key
point cards about the
Living Under Nazi Rule,
match them up, stick
them back to back and
devise different games
and activities to play

4. Listen to at least three
podcasts about the
Normans WITH the
transcript – annotate and
react to the script as you
listen

9. Teach someone else
the key terms about
Kenilworth castle and
how it has changed
through the different
periods.

12. Use key word cards on
Medieval health in pupil
resources. Add a description
to each card. To finish write
a short answer describing
British society in medieval
times.

13. Watch Dan Snow’s
Filthy Cities on YouTube
and add more examples
to your notes in your
folder. Ask good
questions about what he
has not developed. What
do we still not know?

14. Prepare four

17. Use the quizzes about
each of the 5 Making of
America units – the answer
sheet is available from pupil
resources! Add the correct
answers and give reasons for
these to deepen your
knowledge.

18. Mind map your
weakest topic for the
Norman conquest and
people’s health. Use at
least five colours, a
central image and words
on branches with other
images.

19. Make all the flash

detailed plans of
knowledge needed for
the Kenilworth questions.
Use Dan Snow youtube
clip and the A4 fact sheet
to help develop these
plans.

cards about the Civil
War and Reconstruction.
Get others top test you
on this knowledge and
devise your own games
for matching and linking
this knowledge.

5. Watch the BBC clips
about Living Under Nazi
Rule and Hitler Youth on

Youtube. Record details
of what you have
forgotten, do not know or
been surprised by.
10. Plan answers from
pupil resources about
based around the past
question in the sample

paper. Use your
assessment book to help
support this.
15. Use all the quizzes
about each of the five
Norman topics – the
answer sheet is available
from your teacher! Get
them wrong to get them
right.

20. Download and cut
out the Tarsia about preNorman and their first
castles (before reading
it!). Try to recreate the
pyramid without looking.
Create your own.

